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S.D. New York.

LEARNING ANNEX HOLDINGS, LLC
and Learning Annex, LLC, Plaintiffs,

v.
WHITNEY EDUCATION GROUP, INC.,

Whitney Information Network, Inc., Wealth
Intelligence Academy, Inc., Wealth Intelligence

Agency, Rich Dad Education, LLC, Rich Global,
LLC, The Rich Dad Company and CashFlow

Technologies, Inc., And John Does # 1–10
and XYZ Corp. # 1–10, the said defendants

consisting of individuals and/or entities whose
identities are currently unknown and who are

believed to have committed and/or derived
from acts injurious to the Plaintiffs, Defendants.

No. 09 Civ. 4432 (SAS).
|

Jan. 26, 2011.

Synopsis
Background: Licensee brought action against licensor in
state court, alleging misappropriation of business opportunity,
breach of fiduciary duties, breach of covenant to negotiate in
good faith, breach of contract, promissory estoppel, equitable
estoppel, unjust enrichment, quantum meruit, and fraud.
Defendants removed action to federal court and moved for
summary judgment.

Holdings: The District Court, Shira A. Scheindlin, J., held
that:

[1] memorandum of understanding between licensor and
licensee was not Type I binding preliminary agreement under
New York law;

[2] fact issues precluded summary judgment on licensee's
claim of breach of covenant to negotiate in good faith;

[3] memorandum of understanding between licensor and
licensee did not create joint venture;

[4] memorandum of understanding was not a Type II
preliminary agreement under New York law; and

[5] fact issues precluded summary judgment on licensee's
quantum meruit/unjust enrichment claims against licensor
under New York law.

Motion granted in part and denied in part.

Procedural Posture(s): Motion for Summary Judgment.

West Headnotes (31)

[1] Contracts
Agreement to make contract in future; 

 negotiations in general

Under New York Law, two types of preliminary
agreements create binding obligations; the first
type, a Type I preliminary agreement, is fully
binding, it is preliminary only in the sense that
the parties desire a more elaborate formalization
of the agreement.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[2] Contracts
Agreement to make contract in future; 

 negotiations in general

Contracts
Agreements to be reduced to writing

Under New York law, a Type I preliminary
agreement binds both sides to their ultimate
contractual objective in recognition that, despite
the anticipation of further formalities, a contract
has been reached; thus, even if the parties failed
to produce a more formal agreement, a party
to a Type I preliminary agreement may demand
performance of the transaction.

4 Cases that cite this headnote

[3] Contracts
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Agreement to make contract in future; 
 negotiations in general

The second type of preliminary agreement under
New York law, a Type II preliminary agreement,
is binding only to the extent that the parties are
committed to negotiate together in good faith to
reach their ultimate contractual objective.

6 Cases that cite this headnote

[4] Contracts
Agreement to make contract in future; 

 negotiations in general

Under New York law, because a Type II
preliminary agreement does not commit the
parties to their ultimate contractual objective, a
party to a Type II preliminary agreement has no
right to demand performance of the transaction;
indeed, if a final contract is not agreed upon, the
parties may abandon the transaction as long as
they have made a good faith effort to close the
deal and have not insisted on conditions that do
not conform to the preliminary writing.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[5] Contracts
Agreement to make contract in future; 

 negotiations in general

Contracts
Agreements to be reduced to writing

To determine whether the parties have reached a
Type I preliminary agreement under New York
law, courts weigh four factors: (1) whether there
has been an express reservation of the right
not to be bound in the absence of writing, (2)
whether there has been partial performance of
the contract, (3) whether all of the terms of the
alleged contract have been agreed upon, and (4)
whether the agreement at issue is the type of
contract that is usually committed to writing.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[6] Contracts
Agreement to make contract in future; 

 negotiations in general

Contracts

Agreements to be reduced to writing

Determining whether there has been an express
reservation of the right not to be bound in
the absence of writing, for purposes of finding
parties reached Type I preliminary agreement
under New York law, requires the court to
determine whether the language of the document
discloses an intention by the parties to be bound
to the ultimate objective, and is frequently
determined by explicit language of commitment
or reservation.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[7] Contracts
Agreement to make contract in future; 

 negotiations in general

To determine whether the parties have reached
a Type II preliminary agreement under New
York law, courts weigh five factors: (1) the
language of the agreement, (2) the context of
the negotiations, (3) the existence of open terms,
(4) partial performance, and (5) the necessity of
putting the agreement in final form, as indicated
by the customary form of such transactions.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[8] Joint Ventures
In general;  essential elements

To demonstrate the formation of a joint venture
pursuant to New York law, a party must establish
five elements: (1) two or more persons must
enter into a specific agreement to carry on an
enterprise, (2) their agreement must evidence
their intent to be joint venturers, (3) each must
make a contribution of property, financing, skill,
knowledge or effort, (4) each must have some
degree of joint control over the venture, and (5)
there must be a provision for the sharing of both
profits and losses.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[9] Joint Ventures
Community of Interest

The ultimate inquiry in determining whether
a joint venture exists under New York law is
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whether the parties have so joined their property,
interest, skills and risks that for the purposes
of the particular adventure their respective
contributions have become as one and made
subject to each of the associates on the trust and
inducement that each would act for their joint
benefit.

Cases that cite this headnote

[10] Joint Ventures
In general;  essential elements

Joint Ventures
Intent

Joint Ventures
Loyalty, Good Faith, and Fiduciary Duties

Under New York law, because the creation of
a joint venture imposes significant duties and
obligations on the parties involved, the parties
must be clear that they intend to form a joint
venture, which is a fiduciary relationship, and not
a simple contract; therefore, the absence of any
one of these elements is fatal to the establishment
of a joint venture.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[11] Torts
Prospective advantage, contract or relations;

 expectancy

Under New York law, a claim for tortious
interference with a prospective business
relationship requires the plaintiff to show that:
(1) the defendant interfered, (2) with a business
relationship between the plaintiff and a third
party, (3) using means that were dishonest,
unfair, or improper, or for the sole purpose of
harming the plaintiff, (4) causing an injury to that
relationship.

6 Cases that cite this headnote

[12] Estoppel
Future events;  promissory estoppel

Under New York law, the doctrine of promissory
estoppel has three principle elements: (1) a clear
and unambiguous promise, (2) a reasonable and
foreseeable reliance by the party to whom the

promise is made, and (3) an injury sustained by
the party asserting the estoppel by reason of his
reliance.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[13] Estoppel
Essential elements

Under New York law, the doctrine of equitable
estoppel requires a showing of: (1) an act
constituting a concealment of facts or a false
misrepresentation, (2) an intention or expectation
that such acts will be relied upon, (3) actual
or constructive knowledge of the true facts
by the wrongdoers, and (4) reliance upon the
misrepresentations which causes the innocent
part to change its position to its substantial
detriment.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[14] Estoppel
Effect of estoppel

Under New York law the doctrine of equitable
estoppel cannot be used to create rights otherwise
nonexistent; rather, it may be invoked only
where a right legally and rightfully obtained
would otherwise be defeated, and is to be
invoked sparingly and only under exceptional
circumstances.

Cases that cite this headnote

[15] Implied and Constructive Contracts
Unjust enrichment

Implied and Constructive Contracts
Work and labor in general;  quantum meruit

Quantum meruit and unjust enrichment may
be analyzed together as a single quasi-contract
claim; this is because unjust enrichment is a
required element for an implied-in-law, or quasi
contract, and quantum meruit is one measure of
liability.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[16] Implied and Constructive Contracts
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Work and labor in general;  quantum meruit

Under New York law, a plaintiff must show
unjust enrichment before it can recover under
quantum meruit.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[17] Implied and Constructive Contracts
Unjust enrichment

Under New York law, a plaintiff seeking relief
under a theory of unjust enrichment must show
(1) that the defendant benefited, (2) at the
plaintiff's expense, and (3) that equity and good
conscience require restitution.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[18] Implied and Constructive Contracts
Work and labor in general;  quantum meruit

In order to recover in quantum meruit, the
plaintiff must establish (1) the performance of
services in good faith, (2) the acceptance of
the services by the person to whom they are
rendered, (3) an expectation of compensation
therefore, and (4) the reasonable value of the
services.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[19] Fraud
Elements of Actual Fraud

Fraud
Weight and Sufficiency

To prove a claim for fraud under New York
law, a plaintiff must show, by clear and
convincing evidence, that: (1) the defendant
made a representation, (2) as to a material fact,
(3) that was false, (4) and known to be false by
the defendant, (5) for the purpose of inducing
reliance by the plaintiff, (6) who rightfully
relied upon the representation, (7) and who was
ignorant of the representation's falsehood, (8) to
the plaintiff's injury.

Cases that cite this headnote

[20] Contracts

Agreement to make contract in future; 
 negotiations in general

Memorandum of understanding between
licensor and licensee regarding licensee's
promotion of licensor's brand through free
seminar business stated that “this Memorandum
is not a binding legal obligation,” and thus was
not Type I fully binding preliminary agreement
under New York law.

Cases that cite this headnote

[21] Contracts
Mutual mistake

Under New York law, a finding of mutual
mistake is appropriate only in those limited
instances where some absurdity has been
identified.

Cases that cite this headnote

[22] Contracts
Intention of Parties

While it is true that a written contract may
be formed from more than one writing, the
ultimate question regarding contract formation
under New York law is still one of the parties'
intent.

Cases that cite this headnote

[23] Federal Civil Procedure
Copyright, trademark, and unfair

competition cases

Genuine issue of material fact existed regarding
whether memorandum of understanding between
licensor and licensee was Type II preliminary
agreement under New York law giving rise to
duty to negotiate in good faith, and whether
licensor breached duty, precluding summary
judgment on licensee's claim of breach of
covenant to negotiate in good faith.

Cases that cite this headnote

[24] Damages
Pecuniary Losses
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Although it is true that lost profits are generally
not available where no agreement is reached, out-
of-pocket costs may still be appropriate.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[25] Joint Ventures
Joint venture not created

Memorandum of understanding between
licensor and licensee regarding licensee's
promotion of licensor's brand through free
seminar business did not create joint venture, as
required for licensee's breach of contract claim
against licensor under New York law; parties did
not have intent to be joint venturers, there was
no evidence of agreement regarding joint control
over venture, and there was no provision for
profit and loss sharing.

3 Cases that cite this headnote

[26] Contracts
Agreement to make contract in future; 

 negotiations in general

Memorandum of understanding between
licensee and licensor regarding licensee's
promotion of licensor's brand through free
seminar business was not a Type II preliminary
agreement under New York law, as required for
licensee's claim of breach of duty to negotiate
in good faith, although language of agreement
favored finding of a Type II preliminary
agreement; context of negotiations did not
support a finding of any binding, good faith
obligations, memorandum lacked definite terms,
there was no dispute over partial performance
of memorandum, and there was need to draft
additional documents.

6 Cases that cite this headnote

[27] Antitrust and Trade Regulation
Misappropriation

There was no evidence that licensor engaged
in dishonest, unfair, or improper means as
defined by New York law, or that licensor
acted for the sole purpose of harming licensee,
as required for licensee's misappropriation of

business opportunity claim against licensor
under New York law.

2 Cases that cite this headnote

[28] Estoppel
Future events;  promissory estoppel

There was no evidence that licensor made
clear and unambiguous promise to compensate
licensee for introducing sublicensee and
promoting licensor's brand through free seminar
business, as required for licensee's promissory
estoppel claim against licensor under New York
law.

1 Cases that cite this headnote

[29] Estoppel
Representations

There was no evidence that licensor affirmatively
concealed or misrepresented facts, truth of which
it knew or should have known, as required
for licensee's equitable estoppel claim against
licensor under New York law.

Cases that cite this headnote

[30] Federal Civil Procedure
Particular Cases

Genuine issue of material fact existed regarding
whether licensee performed valuable services
for licensor pursuant to memorandum of
understanding that licensor encouraged and
accepted, and for which licensee was not
compensated, precluding summary judgment
on licensee's quantum meruit/unjust enrichment
claims against licensor under New York law.

Cases that cite this headnote

[31] Fraud
Injury and causation

There was no evidence that licensee suffered
injury as result of termination of memorandum
of understanding, as required for licensee's fraud
claim against licensor under New York law.
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Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

*407  Eric P. Blaha, Esq., LaRocca Hornik Rosen, Greenberg
& Blaha, LLP, John A. Coleman, Jr., Esq., Friedberg Cohen,
Coleman & Pinkas, LLP, New York, NY, for Plaintiffs.

John D. Rapoport, Esq., John D. Rapoport, P.C., c/o Marulli,
Lindenbaum, LLP, Deborah E. Lans, Esq., Ryan Weiner, Esq.,
Cohen Lans LLP, New York, NY, for Defendants.

OPINION AND ORDER

SHIRA A. SCHEINDLIN, District Judge.

I. INTRODUCTION
Learning Annex (“LA”) brings this action against Rich
Global, Rich Dad, and CashFlow Technologies (collectively,
“RD”), and Whitney Education Group, Inc., Whitney
Information Network, Inc., Wealth Intelligence Academy,
Inc., and Rich Dad Education, LLC, (collectively,
“Whitney”), following the collapse of their business
relationship, alleging, inter alia, misappropriation of business
opportunity, breach of fiduciary duties, breach of covenant
to negotiate in good faith, breach of contract, promissory
estoppel, equitable estoppel, unjust enrichment, quantum
meruit, and fraud. LA subsequently stipulated to discontinue
its action against Whitney with prejudice, and RD now
moves for summary judgment. For the reasons stated below,
summary judgement is denied as to Causes of Action 10, 11,
and 14, and granted as to all other Causes of Action.

II. BACKGROUND 1

In September of 2005, LA and RD met to discuss a business
plan in which LA would promote and expand the RD brand
in a number of ways, including implementing a free seminar
program, creating a PBS show featuring RD, increasing RD's
*408  presence at Learning Annex Expos, and introducing

RD to potential business partners, in exchange for a share of

the resulting increase in revenues. 2  Following this meeting, a
number of material terms covering a potential future business
relationship between LA and RD were memorialized in a
Memorandum of Understanding dated September 7, 2005

(“MOU1”) and signed by both LA and RD. 3  One week later,

RD enthusiastically confirmed its expectation of working
with LA in a follow-up letter (“License Agreement”), which
explicitly authorized LA to work with sub-licensees to

develop and conduct free Rich Dad seminars. 4

Soon thereafter, LA began performing a number of its

obligations under MOU1. 5  However, in December of 2005,
RD grew concerned with the alleged conduct of the President
and CEO of LA, William Zanker, on several occasions,
and wrote Zanker two letters demanding an apology and

temporarily halting the business relationship. 6  One week

later, Zanker apologized in an email and in person, 7  and RD

accepted the apology, 8  allowing “the business relationship

[to] continue[ ] uninterrupted.” 9

Indeed, on January 11, 2006, LA arranged an all-day meeting
in which it formally introduced Whitney to RD, after which
RD approved Whitney as its sub-licensee for the free seminar

business. 10  The results of this meeting were memorialized in
a second Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU2”), which

outlined a number of general provisions. 11  Subsequently, on
January 24, 2006, the three parties met to resolve a number
of material issues and set forth a course of action for a joint

business venture. 12

For one reason or another, on February 2, 2006, RD sent
an email to LA stating that it “no longer want[ed] to
be in business with [LA]” and that it was “stopping [ ]

negotiations with Donald Trump and Russ Whitney,” 13

Almost immediately thereafter, and unbeknownst to LA, 14

RD sent an email to Whitney expressing its *409  interest in

continuing to work with Whitney. 15

On February 14, 2006, Zanker, still believing that all

business relationships between the three parties had ended, 16

wrote to RD acknowledging the termination of the business
relationship, and stated that LA would “accept whatever [RD]
deem[ed] appropriate ... for the introduction of [ ] Whitney ...

to the Rich Dad Organization.” 17  RD declined to compensate

LA 18  and continued business discussions with Whitney, 19

which culminated a few months later in a joint enterprise
that ultimately generated an alleged $47.2 million profit in

licensing fees for RD. 20
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Consequently, on December 29, 2008, LA filed a
Complaint against RD and Whitney, alleging, inter alia,
misappropriation of business opportunity, breach of fiduciary
duties, breach of covenant to negotiate in good faith, breach
of contract, promissory estoppel, equitable estoppel, unjust

enrichment, quantum meruit, and fraud. 21  On October 13,
2010, LA stipulated to discontinue its action against Whitney
with prejudice, and withdrew all claims against Wealth

Intelligence Agency, leaving only the RD defendants. 22

III. LEGAL STANDARD
Summary judgment is appropriate “if the pleadings,
depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party

is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.” 23  “ ‘An issue
of fact is genuine if the evidence is such that a reasonable
jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving party. A fact is
material if it might affect the outcome of the suit under the

governing law.’ ” 24  “[T]he burden of demonstrating that no

material fact exists lies with the moving party....” 25

In turn, to defeat a motion for summary judgment, the
non-moving party must raise a genuine issue of material
fact. “When the burden of proof at trial would fall on the
nonmoving party, it ordinarily is sufficient for the movant to
point to a lack of evidence to go to the trier of fact on an

essential element of the nonmovant's claim.” 26  To do so, the
non-moving party *410  must do more than show that there is

“ ‘some metaphysical doubt as to the material facts,’ ” 27  and
it “ ‘may not rely on conclusory allegations or unsubstantiated

speculation.’ ” 28  However, “ ‘all that is required [from a
non-moving party] is that sufficient evidence supporting the
claimed factual dispute be shown to require a jury or judge to

resolve the parties' differing versions of the truth at trial.’ ” 29

In determining whether a genuine issue of material fact exists,
the court must “constru[e] the evidence in the light most
favorable to the non-moving party and draw all reasonable

inferences” in that party's favor. 30  However, “[i]t is a
settled rule that ‘[c]redibility assessments, choices between
conflicting versions of the events, and the weighing of
evidence are matters for the jury, not for the court on a motion

for summary judgment.’ ” 31  Summary judgment is therefore
“appropriate only if there is no genuine issue of material fact

and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of

law.” 32

IV. APPLICABLE LAW

A. Type I/II Preliminary Agreement
[1]  [2]  Under New York Law, two types of preliminary

agreements create binding obligations. 33  The first type,
a Type I preliminary agreement, is fully binding—“it is
‘preliminary ... only in the sense that the parties desire a

more elaborate formalization of the agreement.’ ” 34  “A
[Type 1] preliminary agreement binds both sides to their
ultimate contractual objective in recognition that, ‘despite
the anticipation of further formalities,’ a contract has been

reached.” 35  Thus, even if the parties failed to produce a more
formal agreement, a party to a Type I preliminary agreement

may demand performance of the transaction. 36

[3]  [4]  The second type of preliminary agreement, a Type
II preliminary agreement, is binding only to the extent that
the parties are committed to “negotiate together in good faith”

to reach their ultimate contractual objective. 37  However,
because a Type II preliminary agreement “does not commit
the parties to their ultimate contractual objective,” a party to a
*411  Type II preliminary agreement has no right to demand

performance of the transaction. 38  “Indeed, if a final contract
is not agreed upon, the parties may abandon the transaction
as long as they have made a good faith effort to close the deal
and have not insisted on conditions that do not conform to the

preliminary writing.” 39

[5]  [6]  To determine whether the parties have reached a
Type I preliminary agreement, courts weigh four factors:

(1) whether there has been an express
reservation of the right not to be bound
in the absence of writing; (2) whether
there has been partial performance of
the contract; (3) whether all of the
terms of the alleged contract have
been agreed upon; and (4) whether
the agreement at issue is the type of
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contract that is usually committed to

writing. 40

Of these four factors, the first is “the most important.” 41

This factor “requires the Court to determine whether the
language of the [document] discloses an intention by the
parties to be bound to the ultimate objective,” and “is
frequently determined by explicit language of commitment or

reservation.” 42  “Indeed, if the language of the agreement is
clear that the parties did not intend to be bound, the Court

need look no further.” 43

[7]  On the other hand, to determine whether the parties
have reached a Type II preliminary agreement, courts weigh
five factors: “(1) the language of the agreement; (2) the
context of the negotiations; (3) the existence of open terms;
(4) partial performance; and (5) the necessity of putting the
agreement in final form, as indicated by the customary form

of such transactions.” 44  Though some of these factors are
the same as those applied to determine whether a document
is a Type I preliminary agreement, “they ‘have a somewhat

different significance....’ ” 45  For example, with regard to
the first factor, the language of the document need only
evidence “an intention to be bound to the [document] as a
general framework in which the parties will proceed in good

faith toward the [contractual] goal.” 46  Similarly, while “the
existence of open terms creates a presumption against finding
a binding contract, ... these same omissions may actually

support finding a binding Type II agreement.” 47

B. Joint Venture
[8]  [9]  [10]  To demonstrate the formation of a joint

venture pursuant to New York law, a party must establish five
elements:

(1) two or more persons must enter
into a specific agreement to carry
on an enterprise; (2) their agreement
must evidence their intent to be joint
venturers; (3) each must make a
contribution of property, financing,
skill, knowledge or effort; (4) each
must have some degree *412  of joint

control over the venture; and (5) there
must be a provision for the sharing of

both profits and losses. 48

“The ultimate inquiry in determining whether a joint venture
exists is whether ‘the parties have so joined their property,
interest, skills and risks that for the purposes of the particular
adventure their respective contributions have become as one
and ... made subject to each of the associates on the trust and

inducement that each would act for their joint benefit.’ ” 49

Because the creation of a joint venture imposes significant
duties and obligations on the parties involved, “the parties
must be clear that they intend to form a joint venture, which

is a fiduciary relationship, and not a simple contract.” 50

Therefore, “[t]he absence of any one of these elements is fatal

to the establishment of a joint venture.” 51

C. Misappropriation of Business Opportunity
[11]  Under New York law, a claim for tortious interference

with a prospective business relationship requires the plaintiff
to show that: (1) the defendant interfered, (2) with a business
relationship between the plaintiff and a third party, (3) using
means that were dishonest, unfair, or improper, or for the sole
purpose of harming the plaintiff, (4) causing an injury to that

relationship. 52

The court in Carvel Corp. v. Noonan clarified that the third
element requires the plaintiff to show “more culpable” and

“egregious” conduct. 53  This requirement means that, as
a general rule, “the defendant's conduct must amount to

a crime or an independent tort.” 54  The one exception to
this general rule is where “a defendant engages in conduct
for the sole purpose of inflicting intentional harm on [the]

plaintiffs.” 55  However, if the defendant is motivated by
legitimate economic self-interest, this exception does not

apply. 56

D. Promissory Estoppel
[12]  Under New York law, the doctrine of promissory

estoppel has three principle elements; “[1] a clear and
unambiguous promise; [2] a reasonable and foreseeable
reliance by the party to whom the promise is made; and [3] an
injury sustained by the party asserting the estoppel by reason

of his reliance.” 57
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E. Equitable Estoppel
[13]  [14]  Under New York law, the doctrine of equitable

estoppel requires a showing of:

*413  (1) [a]n act constituting a
concealment of facts or a false
misrepresentation; (2) [a]n intention or
expectation that such acts will be relied
upon; (3) [a]ctual or constructive
knowledge of the true facts by the
wrongdoers; [and] (4) [r]eliance upon
the misrepresentations which causes
the innocent part to change its position

to its substantial detriment. 58

Importantly, this doctrine cannot be used to “create rights

otherwise nonexistent.” 59  Rather, it may be invoked only
where a right legally and rightfully obtained would otherwise

be defeated, 60  and “is to be invoked sparingly and only under

exceptional circumstances.” 61

F. Quantum Meruit/Unjust Enrichment
[15]  [16]  Quantum meruit and unjust enrichment may be

analyzed together as a single quasi-contract claim. 62  This
is because “unjust enrichment is a required element for an
implied-in-law, or quasi contract, and quantum meruit ... is

one measure of liability.” 63  It therefore stands to reason that
a plaintiff must show unjust enrichment before it can recover
under quantum meruit.

[17]  [18]  Under New York law, a plaintiff seeking relief
under a theory of unjust enrichment must show “(1) that the
defendant benefitted; (2) at the plaintiff's expense; and (3)

that equity and good conscience require restitution.” 64  In
order to recover in quantum meruit, the plaintiff must then
establish “(1) the performance of services in good faith[;] (2)
the acceptance of the services by the person to whom they are
rendered[;] (3) an expectation of compensation therefore[;]

and (4) the reasonable value of the services.” 65

G. Fraud

[19]  To prove a claim for fraud under New York law, a
plaintiff must show, by clear and convincing evidence, that:
(1) the defendant made a representation, (2) as to a material
fact, (3) that was false, (4) and known to be false by the
defendant, (5) for the purpose of inducing reliance by the
plaintiff, (6) who rightfully relied upon the representation, (7)
and who was ignorant of the representation's falsehood, (8) to

the plaintiff's injury. 66

V. DISCUSSION

A. MOU1

1. MOU1 Is Not a Type I Preliminary Agreement

[20]  LA argues that MOU1 is a Type I preliminary
agreement that should be *414  treated as an enforceable

contract. 67  However, the “most important” first factor
of the four-factor test—the language of the document—
is dispositive of this question. MOU1 states, in clear,
unambiguous language that “this Memorandum is not a

binding legal obligation....” 68  There can be no clearer
evidence, and no other possible interpretation, of what the

parties intended by these words. 69

[21]  LA's attempts to introduce ambiguity into this phrase
are without merit. First, LA argues that MOU1 is binding
because this phrase is followed by the statement that the
Memorandum “will be followed up by the drafting of

appropriate and legally binding agreements.” 70  However,
the contemplation of future “appropriate and legally binding
agreements” actually reinforces, not undermines, the non-
binding nature of MOU1. Second, LA argues that certain
terms in MOU1 specifying term and geographical limitations

would have “no point” if MOU1 were not legally binding. 71

However, this argument is logically unsound—there is no
reason why the inclusion of these terms negates the express
language disclaiming the binding effect of the agreement.
Third, LA argues that the phrase was “legal boilerplate, left

in by mistake.” 72  However, a finding of mutual mistake
is “appropriate only in those limited instances where some

absurdity has been identified.” 73  There is nothing inherently
absurd about this phrase; rather, the inclusion of such a
phrase makes perfect sense to parties contemplating future
negotiations.
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[22]  LA also argues that MOU1 should be read in
conjunction with the License Agreement to form a binding

contract. 74  While it is true that a written contract may be
formed from more than one writing, the ultimate question

is still one of the parties' intent. 75  Here, neither of the
documents references the other, and Zanker testified that he
only requested the License Agreement so that he would not

have to show potential sub-licensees MOU1. 76  Thus, even if
these documents were read together, the License Agreement
adds nothing to the terms of MOU1, and cannot transform the
non-binding MOU1 into a binding contract.

Because MOU1 is neither a contract nor a Type I preliminary
agreement, its terms are unenforceable, and LA's cause of
action for breach of MOU1 as a contract must be dismissed.
Further, LA's causes of action arising from the assumption
that MOU1 is a valid, enforceable contract must also be
dismissed. Therefore, summary judgment as to Causes of
Action 13, 15, 16, 17, and 18 is granted in favor of RD.

*415  2. MOU1 May Be a Type
II Preliminary Agreement

[23]  On the other hand, LA has raised a genuine dispute
as to whether MOU1 is a Type II preliminary agreement.
Indeed, if the evidence is construed in the light most favorable
to LA, MOU1 is a Type II preliminary agreement. To
begin with, the first factor, the language of the document,
favors the finding of a Type II preliminary agreement.
First, the phrase “this Memorandum is not a binding legal
obligation” is not dispositive here because Type II preliminary
agreements are not binding legal obligations. Second, the
immediately following phrase describing the Memorandum

as representing “the good faith intentions of the parties” 77

indicates the parties' intent to proceed in good faith toward the
contractual goal. Third, even RD concedes that “MOU1 is a

summation of points for future contract negotiations.” 78

The second factor, the context of the negotiations, may also
support the finding of a Type II preliminary agreement.

LA argues that the parties had “had dealings for years,” 79

and that MOU1 was “the culmination of several months of

discussions and negotiations between [the parties].” 80  The
parties' history of past business relationships and extended
business discussions prior to MOU1 implies that future
discussions to reach the ultimate contractual goals were

contemplated. Therefore, the context from which MOU1
arose may also favor the finding of a binding good faith
obligation to proceed towards the goals stated in MOU1.

The third factor, the existence of open terms, favors neither
party. RD contends that “MOU1 contains many essential open
terms, such as sharing of losses, consequences for failure
to maintain the brand integrity, and remedies for breach of

contract....” 81  However, the existence of open terms does not
necessarily create a presumption against finding a binding
Type II agreement; rather, the existence of open terms may
actually support a finding that the parties were bound to

proceed in good faith toward finalizing these terms. 82  Thus,
with regard to MOU1's status as a Type II preliminary
agreement, this factor favors neither party.

Partial performance, the fourth factor, may strongly favor
the finding of a Type II preliminary agreement. LA
asserts, and supports with evidence, that it performed
many of the enumerated “obligations” listed in MOU1 and

“relentlessly promoted the RD brand.” 83  Indeed, even RD
essentially concedes that “partial performance [ ] favors the

plaintiffs.” 84

Finally, the fifth factor, “the necessity of putting the
agreement in final form, as indicated by the customary form

of such transactions,” 85  may also favor the finding of a Type
II preliminary agreement. RD argues that “[t]his transaction
was believed by all parties to have the potential to be a
multi-million dollar venture.... These types of transactions are

usually *416  committed to written contracts.” 86  However,
“the customary form of such transactions” also includes a
consideration of the custom of dealings between the parties,
and LA counters that “[t]hough RD and LA had dealings
for years, they had only one other written contract. All
other dealings among the parties had been based on oral

agreements.” 87  Thus, although the custom of the business
may favor putting the agreement in final form, the disputed
custom between the parties may undermine this argument and
support a conclusion to the contrary.

In sum, because four of the five factors in the Type II
preliminary agreement analysis may favor LA, there is a
genuine dispute as to whether MOU1 is a Type II preliminary
agreement giving rise to a duty to negotiate in good faith.
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3. LA Has Raised a Genuine Dispute of
Material Fact as to Whether the Duty to
Negotiate in Good Faith Was Breached

RD further argues that even if MOU1 imposes a duty
to negotiate in good faith, it did not breach its duty
as a matter of law because “[it] continued discussions
with LA for a reasonable time” and only “terminated the
discussions because of differences in business philosophies

and opinions....” 88  Indeed, the duty to negotiate in good faith
does not guarantee that a final contract will be reached if good

faith differences prevent the formation of a final contract. 89

However, LA has raised a genuine dispute as to whether RD
acted in good faith throughout the course of their business
negotiations.

Importantly, the circumstances leading up to and surrounding
the final termination of the business relationship in February
remain in dispute. To begin with, the February 2, 2006
Termination Email merely states that RD “no longer want[ed]
to be in business with [LA]” because of LA's email to PBS, in
which LA purportedly urged PBS to eliminate RD's DVD and

book and to only support LA. 90  When viewed in isolation,
this email sheds very little light on RD's good faith efforts,
either past or present, to clarify any misunderstandings or to
work toward the formation of a binding contract.

To justify its unilateral termination of the business
negotiations, RD points also to the events culminating
in the December Termination Letters to show that LA
acted unreasonably and that LA and RD had fundamentally
different business philosophies. However, LA has raised a
genuine dispute as to whether RD's reactions to these events
truly reveals incompatible good faith differences, or whether
RD was unreasonably insisting on conditions to which it was
not entitled.

First, RD argues that it was concerned with the
“unprofessional” and “abusive” conduct of Zanker towards
PBS on one occasion, and that it was “concerned that

[Zanker] [would] damage [RD's] business.” 91  RD further
adds that its business philosophy was incompatible with
LA's because it “cannot allow [LA] to dictate how [RD]

[is] run.” 92  Although LA does not deny that certain
conduct occurred, it counters that RD “misconstrued” *417

Zanker's conduct. 93  LA maintains that Zanker's conduct
on that particular occasion, though unfortunate, was neither

improper nor related to RD, because PBS had violated a

separate contractual agreement between LA and PBS. 94  LA
further supports its argument with evidence that its business
relationship with PBS did not deteriorate as a result of

Zanker's conduct. 95  Finally, LA also contests, and there is
little evidence to show, that it ever tried to “run” RD or its

shows. 96

Second, RD argues that LA acted dishonestly with regard to a
potential book deal with Donald Trump, and that as a result,

it “could no longer trust [LA].” 97  However, LA explains
that RD's concerns arose from an honest misunderstanding on
LA's part, and that it sincerely apologized for any perceived

underhanded dealings. 98  Indeed, it appears that RD accepted
LA's apology and explanation, and allowed the business

relationship to continue uninterrupted. 99

Finally, despite RD's argument that it had different business
philosophies from those of LA, RD made a number of
statements indicating that it appreciated LA's efforts and

enjoyed working with LA. 100  Drawing all reasonable
inferences in LA's favor, these statements undermine RD's
argument that it terminated the business relationship as a
result of good faith differences in business philosophies.

In sum, if the evidence is construed in the light most favorable
to LA, there is a genuine dispute over whether RD made
good faith efforts to enter into a contract with LA, or
whether it unreasonably “insist[ed] on conditions that [did]
not conform to the preliminary writing,” before it finally

terminated the business relationship in February 2006. 101

Therefore, summary judgment as to Cause of Action 14 is
denied.

4. If RD Breached Its Duty to Negotiate in
Good Faith, LA May Be Entitled to Damages

[24]  Finally, RD argues that even if it breached its duty
to negotiate in good faith, “LA is not entitled to damages,

including lost profits and reliance damages.” 102  Although
it is true that lost profits are generally not available where

no agreement is reached, 103  out-of-pocket costs may still be

appropriate. 104  Therefore, if LA prevails on its claim of a
breach of duty to negotiate in good faith, it may be able to
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recover the out-of-pocket costs it incurred in its good faith
partial performance of MOU1.

*418  B. MOU2

1. MOU2 Did Not Create a Joint
Venture or Any Contractual Obligations

[25]  Contrary to LA's assertion, MOU2 did not create a joint
venture because it fails to satisfy the second element, an intent
to be joint venturers, the fourth element, joint control over
the venture, and the fifth element, a provision for profit and
loss sharing, LA summarily argues that the second element
is satisfied because “LA, Whitney, and RD agreed that RDE
would be owned equally,” that the fourth element is satisfied
because “[t]he parties agreed that each of them would have [a]
one-third ownership interest with corresponding joint control
of the business,” and that the fifth element is satisfied because
“[w]here there is anticipated equal ownership of a venture ...

sharing of profits and losses is inferred.” 105

These arguments lack merit. First, it is wholly unclear that the
parties intended to create a joint venture. Importantly, MOU2
itself only states that “[w]e agree[ ] to begin the process to

license the Rich Dad brand....” 106  Nowhere does it mention
or use the term “joint venture.” Further, although the parties
eventually agreed that the proposed entity would be jointly
owned, “the ownership and relationship between the three

companies” remained unclear. 107  Even LA concedes that it
did not know the nature and type of relationship that would

be formed following MOU2. 108  In the absence of clearer
language of intent, it is improper to bind the parties to the
obligations created by a joint venture.

Second, there is no evidence of an agreement regarding joint
control of the proposed entity. Although the record is not
entirely clear, it tends to suggest that Whitney would control

the operations of the proposed entity. 109  Nowhere are the
roles of LA or RD in controlling the proposed entity specified,
and LA's bare assertion that “corresponding joint control
of the business” would somehow automatically arise out of
equal ownership lacks support.

Finally, LA's argument that an implied sharing of profits and
losses necessarily arises from contemplated equal ownership
is simply incorrect, both as a matter of law and as applied
here. To begin with, it is unclear that LA ever intended to

equally share profits—in its Complaint, LA asserts, contrary
to its position here, that it was entitled to sixty percent of

the revenues under MOU1. 110  Likewise, even though loss

provisions may be implied in certain situations, 111  Zanker
testified that he thought that each party would be subject
only to the loss of its investment, and that he did not know
how losses beyond *419  the initial contribution would be

funded. 112  This alone defeats the requirement that “joint
venturers must be subject to more than just the loss of their

investment in the venture.” 113

Further, not only did MOU2 not create a joint venture, it
also did not create any other separate binding contractual
obligations. LA does not contest RD's argument that MOU2

is not a contract. 114  Moreover, in an MOU2 follow-up email,
Whitney explicitly states that the parties needed to “[c]reate

contracts ... ....” 115

Because MOU2 did not create a joint venture and was not
in any way a binding contract, LA's cause of action for
breach of contract must be dismissed. Further, LA's causes
of action arising from the assumption that MOU2 created a
joint venture must also be dismissed. Therefore, summary
judgment as to Causes of Action 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7 is granted
in favor of RD.

2. MOU2 Is Not a Type II Preliminary Agreement

[26]  Further, MOU2 is not a Type II preliminary agreement.
Although the language of the agreement favors the finding of

a Type II preliminary agreement, 116  LA has failed to raised
a genuine dispute with regard to the other four elements.

First, MOU2 was written as a summary of the results
of the first official meeting between all three parties, in
which Whitney was formally introduced to RD. Though LA
may have had prior longstanding business relationships with
RD and/or Whitney, RD and Whitney did not have any
relationship prior to LA's introduction. In light of the fact that
RD and Whitney first met just two days prior to the issuance
of MOU2, the context of the negotiations does not support a
finding of any binding, good faith obligations.

Second, there is no genuine dispute over the existence of
open terms in MOU2. Even though the existence of open
terms does not necessarily create a presumption against the
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finding of a Type II preliminary agreement, MOU2's glaringly
vague language and complete lack of definite terms indicate
that at the time MOU2 was written, the parties were not yet
even aware of which terms they needed to finalize in future
discussions. Indeed, MOU2 appears to be nothing more than
a broad outline of goals for a future business enterprise.

Third, there is no genuine dispute over the partial performance
of MOU2. LA argues that it “contributed its introduction of
Whitney” and that “[t]he parties commenced work on final

agreements.” 117  However, LA introduced Whitney to RD
before MOU2 was written, and the mere fact that the parties
commenced work on the final agreement, without more, is not
partial performance of one of the ultimate contractual goals
of MOU2. Moreover, it is undisputed that RD terminated the
agreement less than a month later, so the window for partial
performance by LA was extremely narrow.

*420  Finally, there is no genuine dispute as to the need
to draft additional documents. LA concedes this point, and
only argues that “the other factors are sufficient to bind the

parties.” 118  However, to the contrary, three of the other four
factors fail to support the finding of any binding obligations.

In sum, although the first element favors LA, there is no
genuine dispute that the other four elements favor RD.
Accordingly, MOU2 is not a Type II preliminary agreement,
and summary judgment as to Cause of Action 3, for breach of
a duty to negotiate in good faith, is granted in favor of RD.

C. Misappropriation of Business Opportunity
[27]  LA has failed to raise a genuine dispute that RD

misappropriated LA's business opportunity. First, LA points
to no evidence whatsoever that RD engaged in “dishonest,
unfair, or improper” means as defined by New York law, or
that alternately, RD acted “for the sole purpose of harming

[LA].” 119  Even if RD breached its duty to negotiate in good
faith with LA, this is not the type of “egregious” and “more
culpable” conduct that rises to the level of a crime or an
independent tort, but is rather merely a breach of a contractual
obligation.

Second, LA has failed to even show the existence of a
third party business relationship with which RD interfered.
Although Whitney is a third party with regard to the dealings
between LA and RD, Whitney cannot be considered a third
party to the proposed joint business enterprise because had
it entered into a contractual relationship with LA, it would

perforce also have entered into a contractual relationship with
RD.

Therefore, because RD did not interfere, and could not have
interfered, with LA's business opportunity, Causes of Action
1 and 12 are dismissed.

D. Promissory Estoppel
[28]  LA argues that RD made a “clear and unambiguous”

promise to compensate LA for introducing Whitney to
RD and promoting the RD brand through the free seminar

business. 120  LA also argues that RD promised it that
LA would be an equal owner in the proposed entity

and share profits. 121  However, LA points to no evidence
whatsoever to support its argument that RD ever clearly and
unambiguously promised this alleged compensation. Rather,
Zanker's testimony reveals that even if such promises were
made, they were unclear as to what and how LA would be

compensated for its services. 122  Therefore, because LA has
failed to satisfy the first element of promissory estoppel,
Cause of Action 8 is dismissed.

E. Equitable Estoppel
[29]  LA has similarly failed to point to any evidence

that RD affirmatively concealed or misrepresented facts,
the truth *421  of which it knew or should have known.
LA alleges that “[RD] ... represented to Learning Annex
that it would be compensated for the value of introducing
Whitney to Rich Dad, as well as for the value of Learning
Annex's promotion of the Rich Dad brand,” but that
“[d]espite their representations, ... [RD] did not intend to

compensate Learning Annex.” 123  LA also alleges that
“[RD] ... represented to Learning Annex that it was an
equal owner of the joint venture,” but that “[d]espite their
representations, ... [RD] did not intend to give Learning

Annex its equal share....” 124

However, LA has failed to offer any evidentiary support for
these allegations. The evidence reveals that at most, RD made
some vague oral promises regarding compensation and/or

joint ownership of the proposed entity. 125  LA points to no
evidence whatsoever showing that at the time RD made its
oral promises, RD did not intend to compensate LA or give
LA a share of the proposed entity, or that RD knew or should
have known it did not intend to do so. Therefore, because
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elements one and three are not met, LA does not have a claim
for equitable estoppel, and Cause of Action 9 is dismissed.

F. Quantum Meruit/Unjust Enrichment
[30]  RD has failed to show the absence of a genuine dispute

as to whether LA should be able to recover under quantum
meruit/unjust enrichment for actions LA performed pursuant
to MOU1. In its motion for summary judgment, RD simply

joins Whitney's arguments 126  that LA should not be able
to recover under quantum meruit/unjust enrichment because
it “performed no services connected to the putative joint

venture, at all.” 127  However, this argument fails to address
LA's contention that it “recommended that RD enter the
free seminar business, located and conducted due diligence
of potential licensees ultimately identifying Whitney,” and
tirelessly promoted RD, resulting in “significant revenues
to RD based on increased coaching services and product

sales” that would be “unjust for RD to retain....” 128  Indeed,
if the evidence is viewed in the light most favorable to
LA, LA performed valuable services for RD pursuant to
MOU1 that RD encouraged and accepted, and for which LA
expected to be but was not compensated. Therefore, there
is a genuine dispute as to whether and for how much LA
may recover under quantum meruit/unjust enrichment, and
summary judgment as to Causes of Action 10 and 11 is
denied.

G. Fraud
[31]  Although LA has raised a genuine dispute with regard

to the legal effect, if any, of its Waiver Email, it cannot prevail
on a claim of fraud because it has failed to show an injury

aside from the potential harm to its ability to recover under
its quasi-contract claims. LA argues that as a result of RD's
Termination Email, “[it] was damaged by not pursuing and
thus not receiving its share of license fees paid to RD and
by not participating in the RDE business formed by RD and

Whitney excluding LA.” 129  However, LA has failed *422
to show by “clear and convincing evidence” how it suffered
this injury as a result of its reliance on the Termination Email.
Indeed, MOU2 is neither a contract, nor a Type I or Type
II preliminary agreement, so regardless of the alleged false
statements contained in RD's Termination Email, RD could
have unilaterally terminated the joint venture talks had it
decided that it no longer wanted to work with LA. At most,
LA can show that as a result of the Termination Email, it
was induced to send the Waiver Email and not pursue the
alleged joint venture with RD and Whitney, but this injury is
purely speculative. Therefore, summary judgment as to Cause
of Action 19 is granted in favor of RD.

VI. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, RD's motion is denied as to Causes
of Action 10, 11, and 14 and granted as to all other Causes
of Action. The Clerk of the Court is directed to close this
motion [Docket Nos. 51 and 54]. A conference is scheduled
for February 14, 2011 at 4:30 PM.

SO ORDERED.
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89 See Adjustrite Sys., Inc., 145 F.3d at 548.
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99 See Zanker Aff. ¶ 20.
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101 Adjustrite Sys., Inc., 145 F.3d at 548.

102 Def. Mem. at 12.

103 See Goodstein Constr. Corp. v. New York, 80 N.Y.2d 366, 374, 590 N.Y.S.2d 425, 604 N.E.2d 1356 (1992).

104 See Arcadian Phosphates, 884 F.2d at 74 n. 2.

105 Pl. Opp. at 20.

106 MOU2 (emphasis added).

107 Confirmation Email.

108 See Deposition of Morris Orens (“Orens Dep.”), Ex. 2 to Declaration of Deborah E. Lans (“Lans Decl.”), counsel for
Whitney, at 150:19–152:24.

109 See Orens Dep. at 122:20–123:9 (“I think Whitney ... said that they would be ... running it because it would really be
their back end so they would be managing the back end....”); Confirmation Email (memorializing the parties' agreement
to “[c]reate a management agreement naming Whitney as the party responsible for the day to day operations of [the
entity].”).
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112 See Deposition of William Zanker (“Zanker Dep. 2”), Ex. 1 to Lans Decl., at 262:10–262:18; 263:3–267:20. See also
Orens Dep. at 127:24–128:12.

113 Cosy Goose Hellas, 581 F.Supp.2d at 622.

114 See generally Pl. Opp. at 19–23.

115 Confirmation Email.

116 See, e.g., MOU2 at 24 (stating that the parties “agreed to begin the process to license the Rich Dad brand....”) (emphasis
added); MOU2 at 25 (“Rich Dad Education will recognize through contract the value of the [parties]....”) (emphasis
added).

117 Pl. Opp. at 22.

118 Id.

119 Lombard, 280 F.3d at 214.

120 See Am. Compl. ¶ 205; see also Pl. Opp. at 19.

121 See Am. Compl. ¶ 206.

122 See Zanker Dep. 1, at 419:10–421:4 (testifying with regard to an alleged introduction fee that “[i]t was my recollection
that somebody was going to figure out if it was not the same for a period of time so my idea was a two million.... Then
the idea was a royalty which would be a royalty stream off the top and we were trying to figure out, we talked about it
briefly, ... I think they—people wanted to think about it....”); see also Zanker Dep. 1, at 488:2–490:2.

123 Am. Compl. ¶¶ 212, 215.

124 Id. ¶¶ 211, 214.

125 See, e.g., Zanker Dep. 1 at 419:10–421:4.

126 See Def. Mem. at 20.

127 Whitney's Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment at 25.

128 Pl. Opp. at 17.

129 Id. at 24.
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